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T H E  P E O P L E  B E H I N D  T H E
B R A N D S …

Highlighting the people and ideas behind some of

today’s most successful international marketing

campaigns is at the heart of inter national ist’s
mission. Nominations for “internationalists of the year”

never fail to reveal interesting trends.

One key criterion for recommendation is a marketer

who champions “breakthrough communications.”

I have great respect for these individuals and how they

have created innovative and outstanding ways to

accentuate their best brand attributes.

Many chosen this year were able to shine on the

world stage with a budget that was once considered

too limited to make an appropriate impact.

The Internet, without surprise, continues to play a

larger role in creating more customer participation and

marketing efficiencies, particularly when 

entering new markets.

It is interesting to note how many of these brand

leaders recognize that a platform for connecting with

customers must be built into their marketing plans.

Today, if one is determined to have any measurable

return on marketing investment, it is essential to move

from static brand communications to engaging

potential clients.

Several of our “internationalists” have shaped a

worldwide image in a very short time when no

recognition existed before. This is an extraordinary

feat in a world that sometimes seems larger, or at least

more daunting, every day. Others have coordinated

global teams and were advocates of international

projects that simply would not have happened without

their energy and perseverance. Of course, without

exception, there was extraordinary creative work,

relevant local adaptations, and great use of 

all types of media.

Congratulations to the “2006 internationalists of the

year,” the individuals who are truly brains behind the

marketing of today’s international brands.

F R E S H  V O I C E S  W E LC O M E …

I am one of those who like to read all of the

“best” (and “worst”) lists that proliferate at this time

of year, and I find it interesting that the lists about the

advertising, marketing, and media world can vary

greatly from one source to another.

This year, there seems to be even more lists of “best”

and “worst,” and I began to wonder why.

Was there something different about 2006? Was it a

year of evolution or could it be characterized as a

watershed year? Was 2006 a year of new directions for

the international advertising and marketing industry?

Or was it a year of more of the same when it came to

the big issues—the discussions about integration and

all its ramifications, where so-called new media fit in,

the role of accountability, brands and branding, all of

the complex topics that we at inter national ist
try to get at throughout the year?

Those are not easy questions, but it struck me that the

discussion surrounding all of the turmoil that the

industry has undergone in recent years has had an

unacknowledged positive aspect to it.All of the 

hand-wringing by the “advertising” sector about its

future and its rightful place in the broader context of

marketing communications, the dire predictions and

the ringing of the death knell of traditional

advertising, the agonizing over the “divorce” of

creative and media, the debate about free content

funded by commercial messages vs. paying for

content—all of this has put the marketing

communications world in the spotlight, attracting the

attention of a broader audience of business 

people and even consumers.

It can only be a good thing when people from the

business world at large join the discussion and

recognize that the business of reaching and

influencing people is important.

So while change may be difficult, having

fresh voices from broader backgrounds offering

different perspectives can only make 

the industry stronger in the end.

Best wishes for a prosperous and successful 2007.

d e b o r a h  m a l o n e
PUBLISHER

n a n c y  s .  g i g e s
EDITOR

online
» new look

» new features

» searchable pdfs 
for past issues and
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» new online
advertising
opportunities available

For more information contact: 
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» same address:
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THE ART OF BEING GLOBAL – Jim Speros – Sr.VP & CMO, Marsh & McLennan Companies

He’s an innovator known for getting things done. He makes this happen by bringing the right people together at the highest

levels of collaboration. Here he shares his thoughts on big picture thinking, and what he carries in his wallet.

Being international doesn’t make you global. Being global 

is more about influencing attitudes and behaviors versus location. 

It also implies a two-way street: the influences born from one

culture are shared or diffused to another.
The big challenge for any global company is in following

through on ideas. Marsh & McLennan Companies are dedicated to

offering the best services and people from across our individual

companies. The way to succeed globally is to create big innovative

strategies with a die-hard focus on execution. Teamwork makes this

happen; understanding people is the key.

Face to face is critical. Globalization
may bring markets closer, but it doesn’t
necessarily bring them together.
Technology, as impressive as it is, 
can only get you so far. So people,
especially those with different
cultures, need to dedicate time to
understanding one another. It is this
understanding that bridges gaps.

I travel a lot, visiting our offices and clients around the world. 

No matter where I go, I have found that there is nothing more real,

or important, than ‘being there’. 

You still need to remember where home is. No matter how
much I travel, I’m still a family guy. My wife and I have two
beautiful daughters and I take memories of them wherever I travel.
They remind me of the important things. Business leaders from
other parts of the world feel the same way when we talk; the most
important thing in your wallet should be your family. On that level
you can bond with anyone, anywhere.

The FT offers a perspective premised on ‘global first,
business second’. I get from it the most relevant 

and up-to-date global perspective on everything that
influences business, politics, and international

finance. It helps guide my thinking because their
starting point is ‘global first’, so the issues are always

offered in context of the big picture, as opposed to
simply presenting me with a local view. And ‘big

picture’ thinking is what being global is all about.

A global view for a global world

This is one in a series of reflections by leading marketers, who are also regular
readers of the FT. The series can also be found at FT.com/toolkit /globalview
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1 Blue hankies 
(as used by ace high school 
baseball player Yuki Saito)

2 Game software that measures brain age 

3 Large flat-screen TVs 

4 Turino 2006 Winter Olympic Games

5 “The Da Vinci Code”

6 World Baseball Classic 

7 Metabolic syndrome 

8 2006 FIFA World Cup Germany

9 Mobile phone number portability 

10 Smaller, lighter handheld 
game consoles 

Surveys by Japan’s leading agencies, Dentsu and Hakuhodo, to get consumer
input into the year’s top products resulted in some similarities and 
some differences.

1 Brain-training products 

2 Widescreen flat-panel televisions 

3 “The Da Vinci Code”

4 HDD-equipped DVD recorders

5 High-performance portable game
machines 

6 2006 FIFA World Cup Germany

7 Turino 2006 Olympic Winter Games

8 World Baseball Classic

9 Music player-equipped mobile phones

10 1-SEG compatible mobile phones
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A recent study of young people in 14 countries found that
while there are some common trends among global youth,
the differences are greater than the similarities.This is
counter to the beliefs of some cultural observers that say
global youth are alike the world over.

“Our survey has revealed the opposite,” said Graham
Saxton, senior  VP-for research & planning of MTV
Networks International, which commissioned Synovate YC
to conduct the study. Both qualitative and quantitative
research was gathered via questionnaires on paper, online,
by telephone and in face-to-face interviews.

Superficially, all are the same: They dress alike, listen to
similar music, play the latest video games, have online
friends they’ve never met, and face comparable pressures in
their daily lives. But their innermost thoughts about their
futures and families, religion, and relationships are very
different, according to the study, the biggest-ever of kids
and young people undertaken by MTVNI.

Completed over a six-month period, the study
encompassed 5,200 interviews with 8-34 year-olds in
Argentina, Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Germany, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, South Africa, Sweden, the U.K.,
and the U.S.

The network plans to use the findings to develop public
affairs initiatives relevant to its audience, such as on climate
change and obesity, and to inform tone, content, and themes
for its TV channels and digital services.

As part of the survey, a Wellbeing Index was created to
compare the perceived wellbeing of 16-34 year-olds in

different parts of the world.The index is based on the
perceptions of young people, how they feel about safety,
where they fit into their society, and how they see their
future. It explored issues such as states of mind and stress,
mental and physical health, faith, family and friends,
relationships, obesity, and eating.

The country where young people had the greatest
perceived sense of wellbeing was India, followed by Sweden
with the U.S. coming third.These were followed by
Denmark, France, U.K.,Argentina, Indonesia, Germany,
Japan, South Africa, Mexico, and Brazil. China was not
included because not all questions were able to be asked.

“The index is a unique and original way of looking at
wellbeing by focusing on the perceptions of the young
people themselves,” said Bill Roedy, MTVNI president.
“Overall our study showed that developing countries had
considerably higher levels of happiness and optimism, but
that other factors such as the lack of personal safety
compromised their perceived wellbeing.”

In fact, the study tells a tale of two worlds,“a developed
world where young people are materially wealthy but
pessimistic about their futures and a developing world where
young people are optimistic and hopeful despite facing
greater challenges.The experiences that were common to all
included stress and job fears.

“The world is changing at unprecedented speed and
our research has revealed unique and surprising youth
cultural differences between developing and developed
countries,” said Roedy. •

youth not so similar the world over
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the future: Kids in developing countries were more positive about
their future than those in developed nations.

• A majority of 16-34 year-olds in developing nations expected their
lives to be more enjoyable in the future, led by China 
with 84%.

• More 8-15 year-olds in developing nations expected to have more fun
in the future than those in developed countries. Some 83% of 
Chinese, 69% of South African, and 68% of Mexican 8-15 year-olds
expected their lives to be more fun, compared to 51% of American, 
42% of French, and just 30% of German kids.

happiness: Only 43% of 16-34 year-olds said they were happy with
the way things were. Young people in developing countries were at
least twice as likely to feel happy as their counterparts in
developed nations. More than 70% of 16-34 year-olds and 80% of 8-15
year-olds said they were happy in Argentina and Mexico vs. fewer than
30% of 16-34 year-olds and under 50% of 8-15 year-olds in the U.S.
and the U.K.

stress: One consistent finding across ages and in every country was
the pressure to succeed. Kids and young people are stressing about the
same things as adults. More than half of 8-15 year-olds worry about
getting a job. By comparison, only 34% were concerned about fitting in
at school and only 25% worried about looking cool. Some 66% of 8-15
year-old Brazilians were worried about their weight while 93% said that
looking good was a sign of success; 65% of 16-34 year-olds chose
listening to music as their main form of stress relief, with television
(48%) their second choice. For younger children, watching television
(59%) was slightly more popular than music (58%).

safety: The forces of globalization and constant access to the news
media create a world that feels less safe to kids and young people in
all countries. The more news media young people watched, the less safe
they felt. Terrorism came in eighth in the list of fears for 16-34 
year-olds and tenth in the list of fears for 8-15 year-olds. Parents
dying, cancer, AIDS, and robbery were greater fears for both age
groups. Personal safety is a major issue for young people in the
developing world. Kids in Brazil, Mexico, and Indonesia were 
the most fearful.

new technology: Digital technology and media are changing kids’
behavior. Chinese 16-34 year-olds have 22 online friends, and 30% of
them said they found it easier to make friends online than in person. 

9
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some key findings:

yes indonesia

yes china

the same japan

the same germany

the same france

Q&A:will you earn more 
than your parents?

in germany, japan and
sweden, more youths
watch news online than
on tv

changing
habits
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soothing frazzled travelers 
Westin Hotels & Resorts is piloting a Travelers’ Renewal program in 20
hotels worldwide designed to help guests ease the wear-and-tear of 
traveling.The program, developed in consultation with Prevention, was
created in response to an attitudinal research study by Westin on the
physiological and psychological effects of travel.The study examined the
experiences of frequent travelers to understand how guests feel when
they arrive and how to help them renew their bodies, minds and spirits
during their stays.The program features a Travelers’ Renewal Menu,
Station and Kit.The menu offers remedies for common travel ailments,
such as green tea to reenergize, aloe and pineapple sorbet to sooth sore
throats, and hot chicken soup to quell stomach upset.Travelers’ Renewal
Stations provide fruit, hand purifier, and water in hotel lobbies.The kit
will be available for purchase, offering tools to make traveling easier, from
a refreshing hand purifier to Sudoku games. •

Submit your events to 
editorial@inter-national-ist.com
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FEBRUARY 7-9
THE 9TH ANNUAL ADFEST 2007

ASIA/PACIFIC ADVERTISING
FESTIVAL

PLACE: Royal Cliff Resort Hotel,
Pattaya, Thailand

RESERVATIONS:

www.asiapacificadfest.com
PRICE: n.a.

FEBRUARY 22
IAA N.Y.

SCOTT BERG, DIRECTOR OF 
GLOBAL MEDIA, 

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PLACE: The Princeton Club, 

15 West 43rd St.
RESERVATIONS: www.iaany.org; 

1-212-338-0222; 
director@iaany.org

PRICE: Member $85; member guest
$95; non-member $115

FEBRUARY 26-27
GLOBAL MARKETING 

SUMMIT 2007
PLACE: Grande Dunes Marriott,

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
RESERVATIONS:

www.wtgmarketingsummit.com
PRICE: US$1,250

MARCH 7-9
OPA EUROPE/ONLINE

PUBLISHERS’ ASSOCIATION:
FORUM FOR THE FUTURE

PLACE: The Landmark Hotel, London
RESERVATIONS:

forum@online-publishers.org; 
1-212-600-6346 
PRICE: US$1,495

MARCH 14-15
DIGITAL MAGAZINE MEDIA 2.0

CONFERENCE
PLACE: Hanover (Germany) Congress

Centrum
RESERVATIONS: claire@fipp.com

PRICE: n.a.
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putting commuters on alert
Grey Worldwide partnered with the Mumbai
Railway Police to create Operation Citizen
Alert, aimed at making commuters more alert to
signs of terrorist attacks. The unusual
campaign involved placing coins on the ground
in railway stations and in trains with a
message that says if you are as alert to signs
of terrorist attacks (as you are to these
coins), lives can be saved. The campaign
reaches all classes because the rich and poor
equally pick up coins, according to Grey.
Had a similar campaign run in the press

or on TV, it would have cost much more and
have not been as effective, according to
the agency. Said Sajan Raj Kurup, regional
creative head of Grey Worldwide, “A simple
one rupee idea has snowballed into a
movement. It feels really good when we can
give back to society.” •

CUT IT  OUT:  To dramatize the
sharpness of Olfa’s line of
cutters, agency McCann Erickson
Japan came up with a theme of
“things we want to cut off from
society.” In these ads, Olfa’s
cutter “cuts off” environmental
and social issues damaging
society such as graffiti,
smoking, and industrial
pollution.

Mumbai Police Commissioner Suresh
Khopade (left) and Grey's Nirvik Singh,
president of South and Southeast Asia,
show off the coins.
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regulations
The Cable and Satellite
Broadcasting Association of ASIA
estimates that annual losses from
illegal pay—TV connections reached
US$1.13 billion in 2006. The
organization is continuing its
efforts to heighten awareness
about the growing problem,
including sponsoring seminars
focusing on best practices and
encouraging more stringent law
enforcement. “Cooperation between
government and the private sector
plays a significant role in
reducing piracy and driving the
pay—TV sector’s contribution to
economic progress within ASIAN
countries,” said Marcel Fenez,
CASBAA chairman.

CHINA is tightening regulations
for advertising medical products
in an effort to stop false and
misleading claims, according to
the Xinhua News Agency. An
official with the State
Administration of Industry &
Commerce plans to inspect media
that release large numbers of
medical treatment advertisements,
and the results will be
publicized, the Xinhua report
says. Those responsible for ads
that have not been approved by the
relevant monitoring department or
that have been altered without
authorization would be subject to
prosecution. China’s medical
advertising market had grown
rapidly in recent years. Ads for
fake medicines have misled
consumers and harmed their
interests, according to Xinhua,
and more than 11,000 “irregular”
medical advertisements have been
reported in a single year.

Ofcom, the U.K. regulator of
commercial broadcast media and
telecoms, extended restrictions on
advertising of food in its effort
to limit children’s exposure to
television advertising of food and
drink products high in fat, salt,
and sugar. The restrictions ban
the advertising of food and drink
products deemed high in fat, salt,
and sugar in children’s programs
and in adult programs that attract
viewers under 16. Because of the
way nutrients are measured, the
ban affects more than junk food,
including low-fat cheese, butter
and dark chocolate. •

12 www.inter-national-ist.com

latins catching up digitally
Although slow to embrace the digital world, Latin American consumers are started to catch

up, according to a survey conducted by Initiative on behalf of Unilever. Some of the key

findings of the study that involved 4,000 people in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Costa Rica, Mexico, and Venezuela, the Internet is evolving from a work to a leisure tool,

although uses vary across the region. More than any other Latin American nation, Mexicans

have integrated digital media into their lives, and Argentines are more wary. Regarding 

attitudes toward advertising, Mexicans, Colombians, and Venezuelans are more open towards

advertising on mobile phones compared to others in the region. •

Nogi Botanical, which sells
nutritional supplements, wanted to
emphasize that its products are
“wholly natural” and conveys this
message in ads with visuals of 
X-rays showing the various natural
materials in the bodies of a man and
a woman. McCann Erickson Japan is
the agency.
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Ian MacFarlane
Tourism Australia
AUSTRALIA

Kit Haines-Bornheimer
AT&T
U.S.17

Giorgio Guidotti
Max Mara Fashion Group
ITALY17

FFifteen international marketing executives
have been named “internationalists of the
year” by inter national ist magazine.

Urban Fjellestad
Ericsson
SWEDEN16

16
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Helen Clark 
Chevron
U.S.18 Patrick Heiniger

Rolex
SWITZERLAND20

Eikoh Harada
McDonald’s Japan
JAPAN22

Nancy Bhagat
Intel Corp.
U.S.24

Rafael Gomez
Citgo 
VENEZUELA24

In inter national ist’s third annual recognition of the individuals behind
the outstanding marketing achievements of the year, these men and women
from the world over stand out from the crowd. They come from many
regions of the world and represent varied industries from fast food to 
technology, airlines to tourism, oil to watches and fashion. They are exploring
the full range of new media and old and in so doing connecting with their
audiences in new and exciting ways. They join 22 others named in the two
previous years. 

Congratulations to all.

Jennifer White
Freescale 
Semiconductor
U.S.

20

Lloyd Mathias
Motorola India
INDIA18

Steve Wheeler
Emirates Airlines
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

18 Kevin Brown
Digi-Key
U.S.21

Anja Herb
BASF
GERMANY

David Spurlock
Eos Airlines
U.S.21 22
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Steve Wilhite
THEN: NISSAN 
NOW: HYUNDAI

Peter Moore
MICROSOFT

Tom O'Toole
HYATT

Ian MacFarlane
Tourism Australia

AUSTRALIA

Urban Fjellestad
Ericsson
SWEDEN
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IIan MacFarlane, a native of Zimbabwe, has the rare

distinction of building two extraordinary tourism

campaigns—“100% Pure” for New Zealand and now

the highly visible Tourism Australia campaign. The

Australia effort breaks through conventional “sand

and sea” tourism advertising to not only give the

country a personality but also speaks in the voice and

manner of a typical Aussie.  

With a tagline that captures Australian friendliness

and directness, “You’ve always thought about coming,

so just get on a plane and come!” the campaign reaches

out to engage a potential visitor.

MacFarlane, Tourism Australia’s marketing

director, is the first to admit that projecting a warm

and welcoming image is endearing but not enough.

The campaign has to entice a visitor to the country as

a leisure destination, and he takes seriously the

responsibility of creating a brand proposition and

communications strategy for tourism. “Australia, with

its unique sense of personal freedom, can be a

wonderful place to experience in a world that is

becoming increasingly restricted,” he says.

He also recognizes the challenges. “Long-haul

travel is decided over three-to-four years from

consideration to arrival so to sustain a country’s brand

position and grow share, one must keep elevating the

proposition,” he says. “And communications

programs must build consistently over that long

decision-making period.”

For him, brand equity represents both the image

and knowledge people have about a place. In the case

of Australia, there is often a warm image but limited

knowledge. “It’s very easy to create image, but to build

knowledge and sustain it over a several-year

timeframe, now that’s intellectually stimulating,” 

MacFarlane says. •

BBuilding a corporate image in the hard-to-describe field of

telecom infrastructure with a limited budget is far from

easy.  However, Urban Fjellestad, director of global market

communications at Ericsson, found a way.

He has tapped into the competitive sport of ocean

racing because it perfectly reflects the elements of his high-

tech, fast-moving industry sector.

Through Fjellestad’s efforts, Ericsson became a

syndicate sponsor of the Volvo Ocean Race 2005/2006, a

nine-month, global event with 10 principal stops along a

route that provided opportunities for client interaction. The

drama of the race itself enabled Ericsson to showcase its

mobile technology and content against the framework of

the sporting event. 

Ericsson’s telecommunications branding was multi-

faceted, including a tailored multimedia campaign with

BusinessWeek to describe Ericsson’s role in the race and

explain how to follow the activities; customer interaction at

race stopovers—from creating welcome packs to meeting

customers for tech demos in the Ericsson Pavilion; and

activities to highlight product attributes related to

Ericsson’s role as the official mobile portal for the race. For

example, Ericsson produced and hosted race programming

available globally via mobile phone.

The campaign results surpassed expectations. The

official race Web site and mobile portal had more than 

1 million video downloads from the race, far more than

anticipated, and customer research found that people

remembered Ericsson after the race and had a favorable,

changed perception of the company. Many also cited that

the in-person demos took their understanding of what

matters about telecom infrastructure to a new level—

creating a positive image of Ericsson.  

Said Fjellestad, “The investment paid off so

substantially that we are already planning to support it

again in two years.” •

Judy Everett
THEN: SHELL
NOW: DECLINED 

RELOCATION
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Kit Haines-Bornheimer
AT&T
U.S.

Giorgio Guidotti
Max Mara Fashion Group
ITALY

KKit Haines-Bornheimer has been called the

“ultimate  facilitator” as she led a global team in

the development of AT&T’s 2006 “The world

according to…” campaign. “Without her, nothing

would have happened,” says an agency exec who

worked with her.

As associate director overseeing AT&T

Enterprise Business Advertising, Haines-

Bornheimer was charged with driving a

consistent brand and business message in every

country where the company’s multinational

customers do business. AT&T’s primary objective

was to assert its position as a premier provider of

networking solutions.  In doing so, it sought to

underscore the brand’s global attributes and

stress AT&T’s commitment to serving the global

needs of multinational customers. 

Balancing local authenticity with global

consistency became one of Haines-Bornheimer’s

primary challenges. The campaign, which tells

stories of individuals around the world who have

solved their networking problems with AT&T

products and services, was one of company’s

first truly global campaigns. Although similar

layouts, graphic elements, and proof points were

used in the ads, the essential tagline changed

market to market as did the people featured to

reflect the regions where the ads were running.

Since the launch of the campaign there

have been measurable improvements in online

click-through rates and in Web page views

associated with the campaign. Further, the

campaign has been expanded to other

marketing channels, providing support for

corporate sponsorships, AT&T’s white paper

program, and the distribution of other thought

leadership content. •

GGiorgio Guidotti, president-worldwide pr & communications, often refers to the Max Mara

Fashion Group as a “quiet giant.” The company has 2,085 stores worldwide, including more

than 30 in Russia and 40 in China. Yet Max Mara is not represented by a designer or star

entrepreneur as spokesperson. Creativity in fashion should be teamwork, not a dictatorship,

Guidotti says, adding “We let the clothes speak.” 

A 20-year veteran of the company, Guidotti is a big believer in advertising. In 2006, the

company ran some 1,700 ad pages worldwide to reach a customer that Guidotti calls

“international and ageless—anywhere from 20-60 years old.” This wide female demographic

span underscores the company’s belief that its target—a modern, sophisticated woman—sees

fashion as a piece of well-designed clothing that can last several seasons. “Our consumer does

not want to follow the whims of fashion” and “be Cleopatra one season and Calamity Jane the

next,” Guidotti says. 

This past year saw other new activities incorporated into the company’s marketing. Max

Mara honored an actress at a turning point in her career at the Los Angeles Women in Film

Awards. The award went to Maria Bello, who successfully transitioned from a TV actress to the

big screen. Another Max Mara award was created for Women Artists in England with White

Chapel Gallery. American video artist Margaret Solomon was chosen as the first winner.

“By honoring women of achievement,” says Guidotti, “we can create a more subtle and

unique way of marketing to the woman who may be the type to wear our clothes.” •

17
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Helen Clark 
Chevron
U.S. HHelen Clark understands first hand that consumers today view oil as a critical part of their lives, and they are emotional

about it. She had been paying attention to those feelings over the course of her early career at Texaco and continuing to

do so now at Chevron in her role as manager, corporate brand & reputation. It was through noticing an acceleration of

intensity that caused Clark to conceive the “Real Issues” campaign.

In the 190 countries where the oil company operates, Chevron hears concerns about everything from

environmental pricing to energy development to contributions to local economies. Clark recognized that few

corporations were actively addressing issues about energy. Through research, she also realized that Chevron’s

constituency did not necessarily expect the company to solve all the issues today, but they did want to know what

Chevron was doing and to engage in dialogue.

The “Real Issues” campaign leverages the company’s strong brand asset of collaboration, particularly through the

Web site component (www.willyoujoinus.com,) which provides an online forum for anyone who wants to participate.

The subjects are often complex, but contributors are greatly engaged. In fact, 78% of participants, who come from close

to 200 countries, believed that the site was contributing to solving energy issues. 

“The site has managed to create a virtual community that could not exist in the real world,” Clark says. 

The campaign also reaches a global audience with print advertising in The Economist, Financial Times, and The

Wall Street Journal; commercials on pan-regional television channels, such as BBC World and CNN; and in airports in

Beijing, London, Moscow, and Washington. •18 www.inter-national-ist.com
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Steve Wheeler
Emirates Airlines
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

WWhat makes the marketing of Emirates Airlines so

different from other carriers is that it effectively

reveals the future of air travel and preferred

destinations. Airlines traditionally build their

platforms on past heritage; Emirates chooses to

reflect the essence of modern Dubai, big on vision

and ambition. Although in its 21st year, the airline

continues to be one of the world’s fastest-growing. 

Steve Wheeler, VP-marketing, embodies the

spirit of determination as he builds on the Emirates

marketing promise of being a truly global brand.

Wheeler has said that one way of achieving this

global objective is to “make the flight crew look like

the United Nations.” He is often credited with being

willing to take risks in an effort to demonstrate the

dynamism of the airline.

The airline continues to embody the future with

new innovations. It recently announced that it will

enable passengers to use mobile phones, and in

2007, there will be another first when Emirates

provides docking capability for the iPod.

Emirates transformation from a regional airline

to a global one can be attributed to major purchases

of state-of-the-art aircraft, but it’s also due to robust

and inspiring marketing. The company has always

been a major sponsor of sporting events. The 2006

partnership with the FIFA World Cup in Germany

did much to increase its global awareness. With its

eye constantly on the future, Emirates has already

committed to being a FIFA partner from 2007 to

2014 in the largest sponsorship deal for the airline

that is valued at nearly US$200 million. •

Lloyd Mathias
Motorola India
INDIA

IIt was October 2005. With less than 3% market

share and fourth place (behind Nokia,

Samsung, and LG) in an exploding Indian

mobile phone market, Motorola had little going

for it: low brand equity, old-fashioned, and bulky

phones. Nokia with its enviable market

leadership boasted an 80% market share. 

In this environment, Lloyd Mathias became

director of marketing for Motorola India with a

mandate to turn around the brand and take it to

a clear No.2 position in just a year. Furthermore,

the market share needed to triple to 15%.

With agency Ogilvy & Mather, Mathias

declared war. Together, they plotted key

marketing initiatives and milestones that would

transform the face of Motorola and make it a

stylish and cool brand among the youth.

The strategy they developed ensured that

every aspect was covered: from the right iconic

products (Razr, Slvr, Pebl ) to creating an

internal motivation program to signing up icon

Abhishek Bachchan to ensuring super public

relations and involving cricket and music. 

India was designated for the launch of the

global brand Slvr (read that as Sliver), a stylish

and slim candy bar-size phone aimed to capture

a sizeable share of this segment. Mathias

pushed for new opportunities and ideas to

achieve the target. 

The results are clear: Motorola sold more

phones in first quarter 2006 than in the whole

of 2005. In August alone, it achieved the 

1 million sales mark, taking the brand to a 12%

market share and a clear No. 2 position. 

From there, 15% share by December seemed to

be a cakewalk. •
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Jennifer White
Freescale Semiconductor
U.S.

Patrick Heiniger
Rolex
SWITZERLAND

P
IIn roughly one year, Jennifer White took a newly

renamed company with zero recognition to one

that is known worldwide as a global leader in

semiconductors. Originally a division of

Motorola, Freescale became a privately held

company, based in Texas, with operations in

more than 30 countries.

In addition to creating a corporate image for

Freescale, White as advertising manager

coordinated specific messages among distinct

products lines and created synergy between the

specific business-to-business executions and an

overall branding platform. She feels that the core

of the campaign rests with “not only

understanding who we want to be but who our

customers think we should be.”

She credits collaboration with agency

Godfrey Q & Partners as key in making the 

re-branding happen so quickly. “We pushed each

other to be better,” she says. Plus, the simple

consistency of the creative—in which a chip

takes center stage in all executions—was critical

in developing the new identity in a way that

resonated with various audiences from design

engineers to the business community at large.

To quote from the first chip ad in the Freescale

series, “It’s how one chip changed the look of

an entire company.”

The initial brand campaign was easily

adapted to product advertising and to more

than 40 unique online banners. Within a year, 14

different products were advertised, and now the

campaign runs in more than 90 publications in

18 countries

White takes these accomplishments in

stride: “Times like these make for wonderful

career development—if you have a love for

marketing.” •

Precision and reliability have long been Rolex

hallmarks, and today impeccable design

remains at the heart of the watch company’s

worldwide campaign. However, Rolex now

goes beyond the glossy page ad showing a

product shot. In fact, it is at the forefront of

completely changing the manner and

appearance of watch advertising. 

Although Rolex has a team of innovative

marketers, it’s clear that CEO Patrick Heiniger

is the force behind the contemporary

marketing of the Rolex brand. Heiniger clearly

understands that Rolex is more than a watch;

the name is now synonymous with world-

class sports, adventure, culture, and elegance,

and all aspects of the brand marketing

underscore this promise.

Rolex’s innovative way of working with

National Geographic demonstrates its new

approach to print advertising. To show

Rolex’s credentials in exploration, the

company worked with the magazine’s

editions around the world to create 

high-impact gatefold units. One unit which

highlighted mountaineering opened up to

scale the height of a mountain. The

underwater exploration execution opened

down—to the depths of the sea, while the

overland, polar exploration opened

across—to the widths of the terrain. The

units were linked to events in New York,

Paris, and London. 

Rolex also expanded its tradition of 

supporting cultural events and sports in 

the fields of golf, tennis, yachting, 

equestrian, and motor sports with funded

programming on television. A series of

programming in Europe with TWI Sports

includes shows such as “Spirit of Yachting,”

“Spirit of Equestrian,” and “Spirit of Golf,”

which allows viewers to experience top 

sporting events from the perspective of the

competitors. The programming appears on

pan-regional channels. •
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Kevin Brown
Digi-Key
U.S.D

A

Digi-Key has put Thief River Falls, Minnesota, on

the map by employing 30% of the town; however,

Advertising Manager Kevin Brown has used

effective, proactive business-to-business

marketing to make Digi-Key a truly international

company with a strong presence in Europe,

Japan, and other key Asian markets.

One of the world’s fastest-growing electronic

component distributors, Digi-Key attributes a

consistent annual growth rate of more than 20%

to its core philosophy of maintaining superior

customer service and breadth of inventory,

promising 95% of its 270,000 items in stock.

Digi-Key also believes it is dramatically

transforming distribution through its online

system that processes orders in just 20 minutes.

Some 99% of its orders to more than 140

countries from its single location are sent the

same day.

With no outside sales force, Digi-Key relies

on its marketing program, including many

national Web sites to connect to its customer

base. Brown acknowledges that Digi-Key had little

brand recognition when it started international

expansion with Japan in 2002. 

Brown relied on some of the most basic rules

of marketing investment. “You’ve got to be very

committed to a market, and you have to start

with an adequate budget,” he says. “After doing

your product planning homework, you’ve simply

got to stay the course and support a market for

the long run.” 

For Digi-Key, this often means committing to

every issue of a publication with page ads, along

with online messages. There is also extensive

direct mail through local catalog programs. •

As manager of corporate advertising for Europe and coordinator

of the international team at BASF, Anja Herb was given a

challenging marketing assignment after a brand re-launch in

2004. With colleagues around the world, she was charged with

finding an approach for differentiating BASF from other

chemical and manufacturing giants as well as connecting the

company to the end consumer. That was no easy task for a

company that manufactures the components of many well-

known brands but not the final product.

Herb, though, championed an exciting solution for Europe

built around the tagline of “Invisible Contribution. Visible

Success.” Various campaign executions in television and print

portray dramatic life-and-death situations. A current TV ad

shows a daring ocean rescue where the inflatable life raft is

constructed of BASF materials. Another presents a pair of

mountain climbers, tied together with a rope made with BASF-

produced fibers. When one climber slips, the other’s life is saved

because of the rope’s durability.

The tagline is physically placed in each ad precisely within

the BASF-manufactured product: as an essential part of the life

raft and as the connector in the climbers’ rope. 

With a goal of raising awareness of BASF and its work, the

campaign also conveys other key corporate attributes. These

include themes of partnership, environmental protection, and

social responsibility. 

And it appears to be working: Results indicate that recall has

more than doubled. The next steps are more motifs and more

executions that clearly demonstrate the worldwide role BASF

plays in creating today’s products and how those products can

enhance the quality of life. •

21
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David Spurlock
Eos Airlines

U.S.

C O V E R  S T O R Y TThe trend in new airline growth over the last decade

has been at the discount end; however, David

Spurlock, founder-chairman-CEO of Eos, has made a

dramatic departure. To quote from Eos’ marketing

materials, “With only 48 guests on a plane built for

220, everything changes.” Spurlock should know. He

spent earlier years in his career at British Airways as

director of strategy.

Named for the Greek Goddess of dawn, Eos

Airlines is just over a year old, and its approach of

unparalleled luxury on the competitive NYLon route at

business prices is working. The airline has provided daily

flights between New York's JFK and London's Stansted

since its October ‘05 launch. Now it is adding a second

flight to meet customer demand. Eos is offering

personalized, premium service in the manner of a

private jet lifestyle and with the allure of Concorde. 

Its corporate identity, like so many other luxury

brands, is to deliver on world-class elegance and

aspiration. Passengers receive complimentary

airport limousine service; elegant airport lounges

with shower suites, shorter wait times prior to

boarding, escorts through security, extraordinary

food and entertainment as well as “Best Seller

Tuesdays” when passengers receive a best-selling

book from Penguin.

Advertising in newspapers and outdoor is

targeted to the busy, well-heeled executive who makes

the New York-London run regularly. Rumors abound

that there are other European markets in the future for

Eos. Spurlock said in a USA Today interview that

markets for a service such as his must be picked

carefully because “only a few markets reward airlines

offering a premium service.” •

Eikoh Harada
McDonald’s Japan
JAPANTThe skeptics about his prospects for success were in the

majority when Eikoh Harada traded in an iMac for a Big

Mac in Japan almost three years ago, but as chairman,

president & ceo of McDonald’s Japan, he is proving

them wrong. And his strategy has been to take the

brand that was built on low-price burgers of beef and

move it more upscale (with, yes, really shrimp, and

higher prices too) to appeal to a more refined taste,

even for fast food. 

Harada left as president of Apple Computer’s Japan

business to turn around the slumping McDonald’s that

had once been the darling of Japan.

The menu now features such non-McDonald’s-like

offerings as shrimp burgers, or more accurately Ebi Filet-O,

developed especially for the Japanese, who are the world’s

leading shrimp consumers, and more vegetable offerings

than ever before including a salad with six kinds of veggies.

Even the classic restaurant design hasn’t escaped an

overhaul. The stores now look more like trendy cafes with

fashionable décor.

To expand their appeal by moving further upmarket

and attracting more salarymen, McDonald’s stores are

offering free wireless Internet service at more than 2,600

restaurants throughout the country.

Harada believes he has to “graduate” customers to a

higher level of service and attract a more upscale clientele,

and he is considering even more upscale offerings.

So far, it appears that the Japanese are “lovin’ it”

despite the higher prices. In fact, higher prices has

conveyed a classier image and experience. Even if Harada

isn’t out of the woods and has to go more upscale, he has

for the most part proved the skeptics wrong. •
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Rafael Gomez
Citgo 
VENEZUELAIIn 2006 Citgo faced an unusual marketing situation.  The refiner and marketer of petroleum-based

products has a nearly 100-year heritage in the U. S. In 1990, it became an indirect, wholly-owned

subsidiary of a Venezuelan company.

As Citgo began a realignment initiative that involved higher efficiencies and better costs for consumers,

tensions between President George Bush and Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez escalated. 

In this politically controversial area and because of high energy costs, Citgo was challenged with how to

market itself to U.S. consumers and its network of dealer partners. In the end, Citgo decided to conduct its

marketing as planned. The company advertised its market realignment, stressing benefits to the communities it

serves in key newspapers and magazine in the U.S.

Rafael Gomez, VP-shareholder relations, was a key player. He created a structural change within the

company that caused Citgo to become more effective in this marketing crisis. He built a new corporate

department under his responsibility that merged public affairs with advertising and public relations.

Now known as shareholder relations, this department knows that the image of the company and brand

development are top priority. According to Gomez, “When we have to create a response to a difficult political

situation or to criticism about the company, we are now focused on what our end customer thinks. And we

focus on our plans and the products we create everyday to supply the market here.”   •

Nancy Bhagat
Intel Corp.
U.S. AAs director of integrated marketing and VP-sales & marketing group, Nancy Bhagat has infused

freshness and a human touch into the communications programs of Intel Corp. In the past year, this

has included a new worldwide campaign for emerging markets that brings together all of Intel’s

product and platform portfolios and an overhaul and refreshing of intel.com.

At the same time, she has been involved with launching Core 2 Duo, Intel’s latest processor and

replacement to the Pentium. The campaign combines great creativity, integrated through the line

from awareness driving advertising to demand-generating e-tail and retail material. 

Created by various Interpublic agencies led by McCann Worldgroup with media by Universal

McCann, the campaign was the largest since the launch of Centrino in 2003, incorporating many 

traditional and non-traditional media and covering many countries. Called “Multiply,” the 

campaign gets its name from the greater power the processor delivers required for today’s 

multi-tasking consumer.

Bhagat’s touch is evident in the campaign that has a stronger emotional connection to the 

consumer than the company’s traditional high-tech approach. She is known to be a big believer in 

integrating all sorts of communication vehicles and is also outspoken about her belief in online and

experiential marketing. For example, the campaign features the music of up-and-coming bands 

from various countries and brings them to the world stage. The use of high energy music and people

from the arts—dancers, actors, and artists—is intended to express the impact of dual-core technology

in their multi-dimensional lives. •
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ZenithOptimedia
Forecasts

% of ad spending by medium
2006 2007

Television 37.8 37.5
Newspapers 29.1 28.5
Magazines 12.9 12.8
Radio 8.4 8.2
Internet 5.8 7.0
Outdoor 5.5 5.6
Cinema 0.4 0.4

Highlights:
• Online advertising to grow seven times faster than offline advertising in 2007

• Global Internet adspend to grow 28.2% in 2007, while adspend in other media to grow 3.9%

• The Internet’s share of total adspend will increase from 5.8% in 2006 to 8.6% in 2009

• The Internet overtakes outdoor this year and radio in 2009]

Universal
McCann

Forecasts

Highlights:
• Global ad growth in 2007 is expected to match the 5.3% gain 

of 2006

• A moderate upturn in advertising trends should persist despite some

concern about another spurt in energy costs

• Many of the selected emerging countries are expected to post large

single or double-digit gains in 2007. Although they still account

for a relatively small portion of worldwide advertising, they are

growing in importance

]
2007 ad outlook in key 

industrialized countries
% change over prior year in 

nominal currencies
2006 2007

Mexico 9.0 7.5
Spain 5.8 4.8
U.S. 5.2 4.8
Canada 4.4 3.3
Australia 4.3 4.6
Italy 4.1 8.2
U.K. 3.8 5.3
Netherlands 3.4 3.0
France 3.1 3.4
Germany 2.5 1.4
Japan 2.2 4.3

advertising expenditure by major regions
Major media (newspapers, magazines, television, radio,

cinema, outdoor, Internet)

2006 US$ MILLION % CHANGE 2006 2007 US$ MILLION % CHANGE 2007
CURRENT PRICES VS. 2005 CURRENT PRICES VS. 2006

North America 183,182 5.2 190,828 4.2
Western Europe 101,544 3.5 105,391 3.8
Asia Pacific 90,542 5.9 96,217 6.3
Central & Eastern Europe 27,210 16.6 31,455 15.6
Latin America  19,732 7.2 20,568 4.2
Africa/M. East/Rest of World 12,812 22.8 14,188 10.7
World * 435,022 6.1 458,648 5.4
Currency conversion at 2005 average rates.
*Totals are higher than in the Advertising Expenditure by Medium table below because some countries do not itemize by medium.

advertising expenditure by medium
2006 US$ MILLION % OF TOTAL 2006 2007 US$ MILLION % OF TOTAL 2007
CURRENT PRICES CURRENT PRICES

Television 160,391 37.8 167,149 37.5
Newspapers 123,460 29.1 127,125 28.5
Magazines 54,807 12.9 57,021 12.8
Radio 35,443 8.4 36,543 8.2
Internet 24,454 5.8 31,344 7.0
Outdoor 23,473 5.5 25,190 5.6
Cinema 1,812 0.4 1,938 0.4
Total  423,839 446,310 
Currency conversion at 2005 average rates.
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Highlights:
• Global advertising growth steady at 5.3% in 2006, 5.0% in 2007, in line with the world economy

• Global marketing services (direct marketing PR, market research, sponsorship) growing faster at 6.2%, 6.4%  

• China is now the biggest single contributor to global ad growth, overtaking the U.S. for the first time

• TV defends its status as the world's favorite ad medium, taking half of all media investment growth despite heavy

audience fragmentation in the west

• Internet contribution to world media growth holding at 27% in 2006 and 28% in 2007

]
advertising expenditure by major regions

2006 US$ MILLION % CHANGE 2006 2007 US$ MILLION % CHANGE 2007
CURRENT PRICES VS. 2005 CURRENT PRICES VS. 2006

North America 161,464 3.0 165,404 2.0
Latin America 19,271 19.0 21,259 10.0
Western Europe 99,720 3.0 103,551 4.0
Emerging Europe 14,240 19.0 16,383 15.0
Asia-Pacific (all) 92,093 8.0 99,145 8.0
North Asia 32,679 16.0 36,886 13.0
ASEAN 8,065 10.0 8,925 11.0
Middle East & Africa 7,753 6.0 8,344 8.0
World 394,542 5.0 414,086 5.0

% of ad spending by medium
2006 2007

Television 49.0 50.0
Internet 27.0 28.0
Outdoor 7.0 7.0
Radio 6.0 4.0
Newspapers 5.0 6.0
Magazines 4.0 5.0
Cinema 1.0 1.0

worldwide ad growth
U.S. OVERSEAS TOTAL WORLD

BILLION % BILLION % BILLION %
US$ CHANGE US$ CHANGE US$ CHANGE

2005 271.1 2.8 298.0 6.5 569.1 4.7
2006 285.1 5.2 314.4 5.5 599.5 5.3
2007 298.8 4.8 332.6 5.8 631.4 5.3
* In current local currencies

marketing services expenditure by type
2006 US$ MILLION % CHANGE 2007 US$ MILLION % CHANGE
CURRENT PRICES 2006 VS. 2007 CURRENT PRICES 2007 VS. 2008

Direct & Specialist 241,738 6.0 256,991 6.0
Sponsorship 33,790 11.0 35,989 7.0
Market Research 24,207 5.0 25,837 7.0
PR 6,269 7.0 6,668 6.0
Total  306,005 6.2 325,484 6.4

2007 ad outlook in key 
other selected countries
% change over prior year in 

nominal currencies
2006 2007

China 23.6 28.0
Russia 16.4 15.8
Indonesia 15.0 15.0
India 13.0 14.0
Poland 13.0 11.0
Brazil 10.0 9.0
South Korea 8.0 7.5
Greece 7.0 8.0
Czech Republic 5.0 4.2
Belgium 3.5 2.5
Finland 3.3 3.2

Source: Insider's Report by Robert J. Coen
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WWe are all witnessing the communications 

industry continuing to morph into the next busi-

ness cycle.Though unquestionably the changes are

of a generation-altering nature. So what are key

issues at stake right now? It’s easy to come up

with a big laundry list of issues. If I whittled 

the list down to just a handful, this would be it:

(1) Agency relations and remuneration; (2) People.

How do we attract, and keep talented people in

the industry? (3) Effectiveness of communications;

(4) China.

agency relations and remuneration
I have traveled to several parts of the world this year,

and whether I am in Beijing, Cannes, Moscow, or

Paris, this topic always crops up. It’s a tough one.We

know that the sophisticated world-dominant 

marketers don’t want consumers to pay for their 

inefficiencies in communications, and that’s fine.

It seems to me that there are still issues with how

companies are remunerated for the work they do. It’s

as sensitive as ever, due to increased competition, and

perhaps the need to win that account and

worry about the details (read that as

margins) later.And of course the

financial/procurement officer roles 

are creating intense scrutiny on 

contractual relationships, along with 

all the other moving parts in the

communications process.

I find that for the most part everyone

talks about these compensation issues in

hushed voices.This is not a surprise. It’s

difficult to put one’s head above the parapet

on such a sensitive issue. But in the long

run, businesses, practitioners, and

stakeholders need to be adequately

remunerated to get the job done properly,

with the best possible people.

Communications investments ought

not to be viewed as a commodity and certainly not

priced that way. In the long run, isn’t this going to be

in everyone’s best interests? So watch this space, the

International Advertising Association, with its grass

roots network as well as its educational and academic

partners, plans to conduct a worldwide review of

industry compensation structure and practices in

early 2007.

That leads me to my second point:

people 
I first heard Sir Martin Sorrell mention this in a

speech in the spring—that one of the next 

“battlegrounds” in our industry will be

fought over people. Already manpower

resources are stretched in places like China

and India as well as other growth markets.

I think we ought to try and focus,

again, and as an industry on the need to

invest in the people we educate, hire, and

develop.That may mean a return to

investing in training and professional

development (remember we cut all that as

a result of my first point), but I feel certain

the results can only be positive. It also

means paying higher salaries too to stop

the brain drain to other more highly paid

industries. I am mindful that there is no

cookie-cutter approach and that such issues

(e.g. salaries) may be at different stages of

development in various parts of the world.

addressing 
the industry’s
key issues

There are still
issues with 
how companies
are remunerated
for the work
they do.
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communications industry—you know the drill.

It seems to me it’s no simple gold mine, not that 

anyone necessarily thought it was. China is a vastly

complex business market. Perhaps it really is 32 

countries/provinces and not one. For many 

companies, it is still a very challenging place to do

business, and I think the various parts of it are 

performing in different ways.

I recently spoke to the head of one of the biggest

full-service media agencies in China who told me

that with all their clients, a dozen offices around the

country, and hundreds of employees, they make

virtually no money. How can that be? Well high

turnover of everything is probably one reason—staff,

clients, you name it. On the other hand, we just had

the annual auction of CCTV air time reaching 

new records.The 2008 Beijing Games have attracted

an array of new Olympic sponsors, and while 

only rumored—obviously at record-breaking

sponsorship levels.

The media landscape for new and traditional

media remains tough with ongoing government

regulations and controls to navigate. But it’s a

powerhouse that is charging ahead, and nobody

can afford to ignore it, let alone not be at a 

part of it. •

Michael Lee is executive director of the International

Advertising Association and president of Lee & Steel

Inc. He can be reached at michael.lee@iaaglobal.org.

effectiveness of communications
Well the ROI train rolls on, and there has been a

good deal of work done on this. But there are many

areas of the industry that still seem to have a 

coma-like view of advertising effectiveness. I spoke

at the Cannes Lions International Advertising Festival

in 2005 and raised the possibility of ROI paralysis—if

effectiveness is in doubt, then do nothing.

It’s only recently that the need for better

awareness of effectiveness and accountability has

permeated deeper into the media industry. Of

course, as always, the “early adopters” got it. But some

traditional media have been lagging on this subject

while being completely rattled by new

communications channels—but this is by no means

the case everywhere.There are countless examples of

“traditional” media groups that are marshalling all

their assets and focusing on their content and its

unique value and, above all, on their longstanding

customer relationships.

I do think there is still a huge opportunity for

more innovative media research. Come on

everyone—demonstrate that tried-and-tested editorial

content with a great pedigree and brought to you at

considerable cost is worth the investment…because

its effectiveness can be proven.

china
The inevitable need to mention China. 1.3 billion

people, the 2008 Beijing Olympics, a fast advertising

market, and one of obvious attraction for the 

The media 
landscape for
new and 
traditional
media remains
tough with
ongoing 
government 
regulations and
controls to
navigate.

“

”

For organizing any type of business events, speaker luncheons or 
large-scale conferences in the New York area

—allowing your professional style to shine through...

For more information contact Maja Leibovitz, President & CEO at mleibovitz@seriouscelebrations.com or 212-203-6842
www.seriouscelebrations.com
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changing markets

NEdited excerpts of 

“The Glittering Silver

Market,” a look at the 

elderly in Asia, by 

Dr. Yuwa Hedrick-Wong,

economic advisor to

MasterCard Worldwide, Asia

Pacific, and chair of a

MasterCard panel of  

leading economists, policy

analysts, and strategists. 

The book is published by

John Wiley & Sons. This

excerpt focuses on Japan.

Nearly one in five people in

Japan is now over 65 years old.

In a decade’s time, their number

will rise from 25 million to over

30 million. Many of these 

people will live well into their

late 80s and 90s. Not surprisingly,

ageing Japan has been much

talked about in the media, and

there has been a continuous

debate on its social and 

economic consequences.There is

much hand-wringing that Japan is

on the verge of becoming a

gigantic retirement home, with a

decrepit economy filled with

decrepit old people.The reality,

happily, is very different.

As Japan grows older, it is

discovering that its elderly are

living active and productive lives.

At a fundamental level,

perceptions of the elderly of Japan

are changing as they live longer,

remain active and stay healthier.

Take the fitness industry for

example.According to the

Japanese government’s Internal

Affairs & Communications

Ministry, people in their 60s

spend 1.4 times more on sports

facilities membership fees than

people in their 50s.A respected

think-tank, the Daiwa Institute of

Research, also reported recently

that people aged 60 or older

spend more than those under 60

on vitamins and nutritional

supplements to maintain their

health. Survey data like these are

consistent with anecdotal

evidence.At Konami

Sports, one of Tokyo’s

largest sport clubs,

over one-third of 

the members are 50

and older.

Staying fit and

taking care of their

health so they can

remain active seem

to be a common

theme among

Japanese senior

citizens. Older

Japanese women are

also very much part

of this phenomenon.

This trend had led to

more fitness clubs

offering “women

only” classes,

especially for elderly

women. A popular

marketing slogan is to offer

fitness classes for elderly women

that have “no mirror, no men

and no makeup.” Curves, a U.S.

fitness club chain that specializes

in women’s fitness, entered Japan

only two years ago and has

capitalized on the emerging

fitness market catering to

middle-aged and elderly women.

Focusing on the “older”

elderly is an entirely new

business: medical fitness.

Sportsplex Japan, a Tokyo-based

chain, has centers that are fully

equipped with an onsite medical

clinic staffed with doctors

specializing in sports medicine

and gerontology. It offers a

“medical support course” in

which an exercise program is

customized for each client after a

medical checkup by the clinic’s

doctors, supplemented by dietary

and nutritional advice. Japan is

also becoming a big market for

“nutraceuticals,” a cross between

nutrition supplements and

pharmaceuticals.According to a

2005 report, sales of nutraceuticals

are now worth $10 billion in

Japan, and are expected to more

than double by 2010.

Changes in government

regulations are allowing

nutraceuticals to be sold over the

counter. These items include

Japan's elderly are living active and productive lives, creating 
a wealth of opportunities for marketers involved in sports, 
health care, leisure, travel, and other industries.
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those already popular in North

America and Europe, such as

echinacea, St. John’s wort,

glucosamine and omega-3. But

there are also many traditional

health tonics regaining popularity

that are produced in easy-to-use

tablet and liquid forms.

The next generations of

elderly in Japan will help keep the

economy productive, averting a

doom and gloom scenario of an

ageing and economically stagnant

society. In so doing, these elderly

will also generate new growth

and business opportunities, thus

bringing about a whole new kind

of consumer market focused on

the elderly.

old and enthusiastic 
travelers
The elderly of Japan are interested

in a lifestyle that optimizes work

and leisure according to their 

preferences. They want to stay

productive and have fun. Being

productive would also provide

them with additional financial

resources, thus allowing them to

have more purchasing power.

Nowhere is this trend more 

evident than in personal travel.

The Japanese will continue to

be the biggest spenders in

outbound travel in Asia in the

next decade.Among 12 key

markets in Asia, MasterCard

Asia/Pacific has estimated that

Japanese travelers will continue to

account for the lion’s share of

spending. In the next 10 years, for

the segment of travelers earning

between $5,000 and $30,000 per

year, Japanese travelers will

account for one-fifth of the

spending of the 12-market total.

For the segment earning between

$30,000 and $100,000, however,

Japanese travelers will account for

an extraordinary 87% of the total.

For the really high-end

travelers—those earning

over $100,000 per

year—Japanese travelers

will account for 85% of

the total.

The trend is quite

clear that the elderly of

Japan are traveling more.

It is estimated that in

1997 some 15% of

Japanese over the age of

60 traveled overseas. By

2003, the portion of

Japanese over the age of

60 who traveled had

risen to over 20%. And

not only are they

traveling more, but they

are also traveling very

differently from the

younger Japanese.

According to 2004

data from the country’s

largest tourism operator, Japan

Travel Bureau, some 18% of

Japanese tourists on average

reported “enjoying nature and

beautiful scenery” as a preferred

activity when traveling overseas.

Similarly, 15% reported visiting

“cultural, historical sites and

architecture” and 12% reported

“shopping” as preferred activities.

These averages are quite different

from the preferences expressed by

travelers who are 55 years old or

above. Of these older Japanese

travelers, over one-third (37%)

reported “enjoying nature and

beautiful scenery” and 29%

visiting “cultural, historical sites

and architecture” as preferred

activities when traveling overseas.

Only 3% identified “shopping” as

their preferred activity.The overall

picture is therefore quite distinct

when it comes to what older

Japanese do when they travel

overseas. Shopping is clearly a low

priority for them. Instead, they

prefer to enjoy their holidays

seeking out and visiting scenic

locations and cultural and

historical sites of interest.They are

not into buying “things” any

more; they are seriously into

buying enjoyable “experiences.”

The older Japanese travelers

also plan their travel differently. In

2003, for example, 34% of

Japanese travelers relied on travel

magazines as a source of

information, but only 9% of the

travelers who were 55 years old

or above and had traveled more

than 10 times overseas did so.

Instead, the older and more

seasoned travelers used the

Internet—59% vs. 26% of

Japanese travelers on average.

Word-of-mouth is also more

important to the older and more

seasoned travelers.Their

distinctive approach to gathering

information means that the travel

industry will have to develop

effective online channels in order

to reach these Japanese travelers.

Combining these data with

anecdotal evidence, an interesting

picture can be pieced together of

how elderly Japanese travel.They

tend to be more experienced as

overseas travelers compared with

the average Japanese and have

bigger travel budgets. Japan Travel

Bureau estimates that “mature”

travelers, those who are 60 years

or older, spend nearly twice as

much on overseas travel as those

in their 20s and 30s.Their tastes

are more sophisticated.

Increasingly, they are staying away

from the regular tourist circuits

and popular resorts, and shopping

is of virtually no interest to them.

Instead, they prefer experiencing

new cultures and visiting sites of

authentic historical interest.

Anecdotal evidence also

points to the development of new

niche markets. Health tourism is

one example. Premium private

healthcare institutions in Thailand

and Malaysia, for instance, are

providing services to elderly

Japanese during the cold winter

months in Japan.These

institutions offer comprehensive

medical examinations and

consultation by highly trained

medical specialists, including

lifestyle and nutritional advice, in

five-star international hotel-like

facilities at a fraction of the cost

that the elderly Japanese would

have to pay at home. Many of

these institutions now have

inhouse interpreters, and,

increasingly, medical professionals

who can speak Japanese as well.

Dr. Yuwa Hedrick-Wong
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A typical visit involves a stay at

the facility for three to five days

for an examination and

consultation, followed by a trip to

a top-of-the-line golf resort or a

beach spa for a week or 10 days

while the laboratory test results

are being prepared. Returning to

the healthcare institution,

laboratory test results are

explained to the visitor, and

treatment or medication, if

required, are suggested.

Customized therapies may also be

recommended and offered onsite.

Overall, how the elderly Japanese

travel is a direct reflection of their

lifestyle—taking charge to do

what they want; seeking out new

options and alternatives.

japan’s silver aristocracy
The elderly of Japan—with their

expanding numbers, their ability

to remain productive way

beyond the normal retirement

age, and their increasingly 

independent and active

lifestyles—truly deserve the title

of “silver aristocracy.”They are

also ushering in a proliferation

of new business opportunities.

Their increasingly self-reliant

lifestyle means more elderly

Japanese will be living on their

own instead with children or in

old age homes.

This trend has motivated the

development of a whole new

array of products and services.

Innovative technologies that

combine wireless connectivity

with traditional devices are a key

area of focus.

Take for example the 

“in-home” healthcare services

developed by Synclayer,

originally a manufacturer of

integrated cable TV and 

local-area networks, based in

Nagoya.The company pioneered

the manufacture of a device that

allows the elderly to take basic

medical measurements such as

blood pressure, heart rate and

temperature, which are then

automatically sent to a local

health database. Family doctors

can then regularly check these

data from their clinic without

having to visit their patients.

Synclayer also makes a sensor

that can be installed on the

fridge which sends a message

over local-area networks to

either the local health database

or to designated family

members’ computers.The health

clinic or family members

could thus be alerted if the

fridge door has not been opened

for an unusually long period 

of time.

The traditional electric kettle

that provides hot water all day

long for tea, instant noodle or

miso soup, omnipresent in every

Japanese home, can also be rigged

up with new technologies.

Zojirushi, Japan’s largest maker of

such electric kettles, has come up

with a model that sends twice a

day the record of how many

times the kettle is pushed for hot

water to the mobile phone or

email of a designated individual.

The use of robotics to assist

the elderly is another area of

rapid development.We have all

heard of Japan’s robotic dog.

There is also an interactive doll,

originally designed for lonely,

single, and friendless young girls,

which has become popular with

older Japanese single women. So

is another robot that is dressed in

an astronaut suit that can sing and

play a quiz game.

A whole generation of

“service robots,” usually

embedded in everyday utensils

and fixtures, is being developed.

There are now robotic devices

that can be fitted in the bathroom

to assist with bathing, a robotic

arm that can be strategically

placed in the house where heavy

lifting is usually needed, a “power

suit” that can assist in walking and

carrying heavy loads, and a wide

range of devices that can help in

cleaning the home and doing the

washing. Japan’s leading

companies are moving into the

“service robotics” market in a big

way. Panasonic has designed a

toilet that can measure weight

and body fat. Noritz Corp. now

sells a bathtub that monitors a

bather’s heart rate.A minivan by

Toyota has a rotating seat that

makes getting in and out a snap.

Apart from innovative

robotics, another emerging need

is in financial services, especially

wealth management.The average

Japanese over 60 years old has net

assets of about $225,000, triple

that of households in their 30s.

About 1.4 million Japanese have

net worth of over $1 million,

and many of them are 60 years

and older.Astonishingly, most of

these savings are deposited in

savings accounts that have near

zero interest rates. Massive

savings earning nothing represent

massive opportunities for 

higher yield financial and

investment services.

The spending power of the

retired empty nesters is expected

to grow strongly at an average of

6.3% per year in real terms.The
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spending power of the retired

old singles, in comparison, will

be growing slower at an average

of 3.1% per year.

Discretionary spending—

expenditures on non-essentials—

ranges from $3,757 for the retired

empty nesters to $4,286 for the

retired old singles in 2005.

Five key items account for

the lion’s share of households’

discretionary spending.They are:

• Dining and entertaining.

• Shopping (optional personal

clothing, footwear and 

personal care items; and

household items such as 

furniture, household appliances 

and equipment).

• Travel & leisure activities.

• Private healthcare & luxury

medicine.

• Autos, PCs, mobile phones,

and other personal consumer

electronics devices.

It is estimated a total of

$206.2 billion was spent on these

items by Japan’s elderly

households in 2005. Spending on

travel and leisure activities is the

highest at almost $89 billion;

followed by dining and

entertainment at $69 billion;

shopping at almost $30 billion;

purchases of auto, personal

computers and mobile phones at

$14 billion; and private

healthcare at about $5 billion.

By 2015, all of these

discretionary expenditures will

see significant increases.

Spending on travel and leisure

activities will remain the biggest,

reaching almost $110 billion.The

smallest will continue to be

spending on private healthcare

and luxury medicine, at about $6

billion.The top two expenditure

items, travel and leisure activities,

and dining and entertainment,

will account for over 76% of

total discretionary spending by

the elderly of Japan.

Catering to these spending

segments are very service-

intensive industries.This

illustrates the potential impact of

Japan’s elderly consumers on

employment growth and business

activities.

It is a tradition for elderly

Japanese to go to pray at pokkuri

dera, shrines that grant a

peaceful and painless passing—

going to sleep never to wake

up. As they live long, healthy

and active lives, that is how the

elderly of Japan prefer to die,

and it appears more often that

their wish is being granted,

which is a perfect complement

to their zest for life. •

japanese elderly households’ key discretionary 
spending items
US$ in billions
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tell us what’s in your bag. send submissions to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.

W H A T ’ S  I N  M Y  T R A V E L  B A G ?

BY 

D a m i a n  B y r n e
REGIONAL INTERACTIVE & CRM DIRECTOR
ARC WORLDWIDE ASIA PACIFIC 

EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE
This little gem has saved me many times. I put a

ton of research papers, old presentations, files

and general info on it that I don’t want on my

laptop. At 180GB, it holds a lot, and I love being

able to find things that I want to refer to 

or share with people at a 

moment’s notice.

My general rule is: If it doesn’t fit in my hand luggage, it doesn’t

come with me. As the travel is primarily for work, laptop and cell

phone are always in the bag. There are four other items I cannot

leave home without.

MY CANON

This is the only exception to "travel light"

because photography is my biggest hobby.

With an assortment of lenses, lens hoods,

cables, chargers and flash units, the camera

equipment occasionally ends up being the

heaviest item in my bag. But I would never

leave it behind.

SOUND-CANCELING
HEADPHONES

After numerous flights, 

I have learned that some

music just doesn’t work

on an airplane. You have

to either play it so loud

that it annoys your 

neighbor or too quietly to

hear it. Music is such an escape and stress

release for me that these headphones put 

me in heaven.  

HISTORICAL NON-FICTION

I have been known to turn back from the gate

to go to the bookshop if I don’t have a book. 

I was a history major and still read a lot of it. 

I am fortunate to have a colleague who shares

this interest so the book often provides a great

source of conversation when waiting for 

meetings. I’m currently reading “La Belle France:

A Short History” by Alistair Horne, a 

comprehensive yet concise (at 440 pages) 

history of France. 
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77
Alchemy Special Opportunities
Al Jazeera London 
afterbirth dimsum 
Agus, saving Begawan Giri 
apartments in Berlin 
ATMs 
art works 
audited financials
Bach ringtones 
being Volcanic 
black goldfish 
Booka Shade
bhurkinis
Dirty T: "Bukkake ruins carpets"
Bushi-Tei 
Bulgari Bali 
camel milk 
Candy and Candy 
CDOs
chasing knowledge 
Chinese butterflies 
Chinese contemporary
Chuck Norris vs. Jack Bauer 
Clinton global initiative 
coups
dancing to the subwoofer 
Dispatch! Come back!
E-bay flashing 
ecotoxicology 
Elizabeth Saltzman nostalgia 
Fedde le Grand
finding LaToya 

hedge funds 
gaybourhoods
GBL 
ghosts in the machine 
Gore for senator 
Guillermo Kuitca 
Hip Hop art booms 
hot stone: tanzanite 
Italian palazzos in Java 
Itrip 
Japanese toothpicks 
Jonathan Norrell & Mr. Strange film 
Jurassic Park costume parties 
little crush? or person of interest
luxury vineyards 
Mandarin Oriental Tokyo 
mashing DJ Spooky 
materialconnexion.com
mini hemis 
Minsk 
Mobiado 
mobile broadband 
Monique Mason 
mytunes.cn 
Nanosolar Inc. 
Negro beer 
neutrinos 
Oasis HongKong 
Omen, New York 
pearls with chignons
Peroni 
Picasso market spikes
platinum hair 
psychedelic mountain trance 

Puri Ganesha 
puzzles and mazes 
red apples 
rice paper toilet paper
Robots in Disguise 
“Rose — I forbid it!”
Russian media
Scope Miami
second life shootings 
secret societies 
splendid
Sydney wine bars: Bentley in 

particular 
The London, LA
the Trans 333 
the Brand New Heavies revival 
Tim White-Sobieski 
tight argyle sweater vests 
TopShop revolts 
Turkey rocks 
Tuscan eggs 
Tyler's new mag Monocle
ugly Bulgarians 
updated national anthems 
Vans: the shoe
Vince 
VJ Anyone 
Volkswagen
water vortex lamps 
White: cubes and chapels 
Xipto 
yandex.ru 
Zone 3 Day Passes •

Hub Culture’s latest update on the next big thing:  places, phrases, and things
that are the buzz of people at dinner parties around the globe.

Simon Anholt is regarded as the world’s leading
specialist in brand strategies for countries, cities
and regions:
• Receive detailed advice, hands-on training, and

practical solutions through numerous case 
studies and personal knowledge. 

• Learn how a combination  of branded exports and
nation branding methods can create 
fast-track economies.

don’t miss these: NATION BRANDING MASTER CLASSES 2007
Slovakia

Dubai

Singapore

London
for more information go to: www.nationbrandingconference.com

presented by

with SIMON ANHOLT

in association with
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Category
Integrated Media
Client
eBay
Agency
BBDO New York
Country
U.S.

Category
Interactive Media—
Online Advertising
Client
Japan Advertising
Council
Agency
Dentsu Inc.
Country
Japan

Category
Interactive 
Media—Web Sites
Client
Volkswagen
Agency
Crispin Porter 
+ Bogusky
Country
U.S.
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Category
Poster and Outdoor
Client
jobsintown.de
Agency
Scholz & Friends 
Country
Germany

Category
Television/Cinema

Client
Sony

Agency
Fallon London 

Country
U.K.

Category
Print
Client
42 Below Vodka
Agency
Saatchi & Saatchi 
New York
Country
U.S.
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1

9

NATION BRANDING 

The first Nation Branding Master Class presented by Internationalist
Conferences and sponsored by BBC World attracted more than 100

marketing executives responsible for industrial development, tourism,
hotel, and airline branding. Conducted by leading place branding
expert, Simon Anholt, the conference is the first in a series of similar
events that will be held in other markets in 2007.

All photo identifications from left.

1 Nomasonto Ndlovu, Tourism KwaZulu-Natal; Simon Anholt, place
branding expert.

2 Richard Lewis, Preferred Hotels; Christine Breugelmans, Flanders
Department of Foreign Affairs.

3 Marc Hauwert, Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs; Fahad Al
Jarboa, Saudi Arabia Tourism.

4 Ilham Razyev, Azerbijan Export & Investment; Gyulshan Rzeyeva,
United Nations Development Program-Azerbijan.

5 Roger Aerni, Tirol Werbung; Carol Hunter, Isle of Man Government;
Stuart Cook, Uganda-Gifted by Nature.

3
4

2

5

P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S
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6 Patrick Spaven, Spaven Research & Evaluation.
7 Seren Welch, Visit Britain.
8 Uldis Vitolins, Latvian Tourism Development.
9 Brigita Stroda, Riga Convention Bureau.
10 Pablo Lopez, Brands of Spain.
11 Jason Kemp, Booz Allen Hamilton.
12 Sibi Cole, BBC World; Walter Vizarreta, Peru Tourism

Promotion.
13 Hani Soubra, BBC World; Malek Inja, Dubai Holdings.
14 Gavin Murray, Reader’s Digest; Yvonne Johnston,

International Marketing Council of South Africa.
15 Jacob Saxild, Copenhagen Capacity; Jonathan Howlett, BBC

World.

43

15

9 11

P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S
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3
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12

7

14
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HONG KONG
The Annual Cable and Satellite
Broadcasting Association across
Asia drew more than 1,500 attendees
from more than 30 countries to have
some fun and to hear authoritative
speakers, such as Irwin Gottlieb
(right), global CEO of GroupM.

44 www.inter-national-ist.com

NEW YORK

The New York Chapter of the International Advertising Association celebrated Halloween at a party
in association with Newsweek at the magazine’s Top of the Week location. 

All photo identifications from left.

1 Lorien Reckmeyer, Huson International Media; Andrew McLean, Mediaedge:cia.
2 Muriel Sommers, China Trade; Mark Ingall, Citigroup.
3 Natascha Rockwin, Rhona Murphy, both Newsweek.
4 Mason Wells, Rodale; Larry Levy, LJL Associates; Steve Bloom, Zenith Optimedia.
5 The CFO team posing as Bill Gates, Hugo Chávez, Groucho Marx, and Kim Jong Il.
6 Jacques Chauvet, Global Ad Exec; Chris Theodoros, Google (as Groucho Marx).
7 Daryl Rand, Viacom Outdoor; Poonam Khubani, Telebrands; Guy Forestier-Walker, MPG.

2

4

1

P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S

5

6

7

LONDON

BBC World hosted a breakfast at World Travel Market
2006, where guests represented major interests in global
tourism and included ministers and senior-level members
of leading companies.

All photo identifications from left.

1 Jennifer Ploszaj; Peter Gowers, both InterContinental
Hotels Group. 

2 Seema Mohapatra, BBC World India; Sunder G.
Advani, Advani Hotels & Resorts; Barry Brown, 
Sri Lankan Airlines.

3 Kingsley Potter, South Africa Tourism.
4 Colin Lawrence, BBC World.

1
2

3 4

3
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LONDON 
The Overseas Press & Media Association (OPMA)
held its annual President’s Lunch at London’s
Groucho Club. The organization began in 1965 to
serve the needs of U.K. ad managers and 
representatives of more than 7,000 media outlets. 

All photo identifications from left.

1 James Griffiths, Mercury Publicity; Catherine
Blyth, Les Echos.

2 Patricia Meier-Woster, Antony Mures, the Powers
Turner Group (Publicitas); Claudia Weiss, Gruner &
Jahr.

3 John Onion, Starcom; David Hardy, Gruner & Jahr.
4 Ken Melville, Harvard Business Review; Mariette

King, Smyth International.
5 Joanne Hedges, Smyth International; David

McMurtrie, McMurtrie Consulting. 
6 Andrew Sibley, Cisco Systems; Matt Findel-

Hawkins, Nikkei Business Press.
7 Ramesh Rajakrishnen, Associates in Media; Andy

Emptage, Just Media.

1

2
3 4 5

7

6

LONDON

Style Journal celebrated its winter issue with a Casino
Royale-themed party at London’s Dorchester Hotel
where guests tried their luck at the gaming tables. 

All photo identifications from left.

1 Timo Waldbuesser, Brett Armstrong, both Mindshare:
Ximena Gomez-Olivera, ZenithOptimedia; Claire Icely,
Lloyd Emeka, both Mindshare.

2 James Butchart, Dow Jones Online; Colleen Munns,
Angela Latimore, Angela Hsaio, all Universal McCann.

3 Guests enjoying a game of Black Jack.
4 Jon Housman, The Wall Street Journal Europe;

Florence Paul, Cartier.

1

2

4

3
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LONDON

Time magazine celebrated 60 years of publishing in Europe. 

All photo identifications from left.

1 Charlotte de Monbrison, Time Style & Design; Nadia Swarovski,
Swarovski; Taylor Gray, Time.

2 The Time London ad sales team: Claudia Mancini, Natalie Bassett,
Clare Lelacheur, Paola Hellel, Laurie Benson, Marcus Erlandsson,
Lindsay Rocke, Tim Howat.

3 Darren Higham, Starcom; Paola Hellel, Time.
4 The venue for the event: Royal Courts of Justice.

1

2

3

4

NEW YORK

The New York chapter of the International Advertising Association 
celebrated its annual black-tie holiday party with a British Christmas
theme. Festivities included a Beatles Tribute Band, an address from the
Queen (a.k.a. Andrew McLean of Mediaedge:cia in costume) as well as
appearances by Ebenezer Scrooge and carolers. Funds raised by a 
raffle were donated to the Princess Diana Charity.

All photo identifications from left.

1 Adrian Smith, Mediacom UK, with “Ringo Star.” 
2 Dan O’Brien, Accenture.
3 Catherine Merchant-Jones, Prudential. 
4 Mike Paradiso, Computer Associates.
5 Erica Weed-Stern, The Economist; Abby Barnett, Citigroup.
6 Kimberly Mertz, Barclay’s Bank; Rich Confrey, The Wall Street

Journal.
7 Michael Piluso, Lenovo. 
8 David Carey, Conde Nast’s  Portfolio; Joe Warren, Universal McCann.
9 Marty Shapiro, CNN International; Deborah Malone, inter national ist;

Andy Bush, Fortune.

1

2
3

4

7

5
6 8 9
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Send your suggestions for people whose careers have taken them around the world to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
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arrival
Nancy Pelosi may shudder when she
arrives at Ronald Reagan National
Airport because it bears the name of
someone representing a different
party, but you won’t,  because it is
clean and efficient with a hint of
peroxide and a squeaky clean metro
stop that will whisk you straight into
town. Conversely, if you are arriving
at Dulles, you will shudder: It’s a total
hike, and taxis are a disaster. Avoid
the fuss, and hire a car service.
Here’s how to add that modern
international touch and avoid the
Town Car, that symbol of the Cheney
era. DC Livery will deliver an S-Class
for your arrival, ensuring that your
ride into town will be less Bush, more
Blair and Merkel.
DC Livery
1 800-736 6630

power hotels
Now that the Dems are coming 
to town, we thought we’d ask the
first democrat, Moses, to fill us 
in on the latest pseudoplush
offerings. The liberal establishment
(left in tatters with the neocon
establishment on high alert and 
the Four Seasons on speed dial)
needs its own statement, and that
heralds the late and somewhat 
lax arrival of the Washington
boutique experience.

If Moses were here today he
would say that the action is around
Chinatown. While every major hotel
chain in the world is here, that
doesn’t mean you have to settle for
the same old popcorn box with your
Rummy's guest furniture. A modern
sensibility is found in all of the six
boutique Kimpton Hotels—a favorite
is the central Hotel Monaco in the

heart of the Chinatown corridor
across from the Verizon Center
arena, but you can’t go wrong with
Hotel Helix, Rouge, or Topaz either.
Rooms are surprisingly large and
down below are stylish lounge bars,
ideal for a martini, but not too full of
themselves...evidenced by the half-
price burgers at the Helix happy
hour. How very democratic!
Hotel Monaco
700 F Street NW
1-202-628-7177

Hotel Helix
1430 Rhode Island Ave. NW
1-202-462-9001

power chow
We suspect that Moses would
prophesy that the food in DC has
become a world class experience,
but when we saw a plate of sushi on
the cover of the city’s “hottest”
restaurant guide, the skepticism
started to set in. Nevertheless,
internationalism is bound to be back
in favor as the dollar continues to
slide and foreign diplomats make the
rounds to introduce the intern class
of 2007 to the wiles of international
wheeling and dealing.

Restaurants 
Rasika 
If Moses were here, he would say a
dazzling combination of the exotic
and beautiful leaps from the plate
with each dish. Who knew Indian
food could have so much flair to go
with the variety of flavor? We say
that ethnic  is good, but go for the
gourmet Ethiopian in Adams Morgan.
633 D St  NW
1-202-637-1222

Minibar
Moses: “For a special, personalized
outing with up to 30 dishes specially
prepared before your eyes. Good
luck getting a spot—there are only
six seats, but if you are in one of
them, prepare to be
dazzled!”

We say: “It’s
basically a hot diner.”
405 Eighth St. NW
1-202-393-0812

Zaytinia
Moses: “Fun and
fabulous. Step into this
high-energy
Mediterranean meze
Mecca and you’ll feel
like you’re whisked
away to an eastern
Mediterranean cliff
town.”

We say: “DC is flat,
but it does sound great.”
701 Ninth St. NW
1-202-638-0800 

nightlife
Only in DC would it be a
good idea to name the
hottest club Science Club,
clearly some sort of in joke from the
geeks who made it through law
school and now work inside the
Beltway. That said, DC is actually
fairly hopping, and the crowd at
Science Club looks like it is
genetically engineered. 
Science Club
1136 19th St. NW
1-202-775-0747

funk  is in
Another person rejoicing the change
of scene in DC would be Jackie, who

got her start peddling wind chimes in
Georgetown back in the 1990s. Now
one of DC's hottest retail destinations,
her little shop is called Nana
(www.nanadc.com) in an area called
the U Street Corridor. Once upon a
time you couldn't stop for gas without
getting carjacked in this area, but
today it’s funky fun and super trippy.
Her shop sells all sorts of stuff you
can't find anywhere else, and she’s a
local legend on the hip and trip scene.
Other stores that channel a similar
independent and fresh spirit include

Pop, Junction, and Destination U, all in
the shopping streets that used to be
totally ghetto.

No matter what your persuasion,
change is definitely in the air. It’s the
only place in the world where the
power elite is scheduled to churn
every 24 months, bringing a new angle,
from the left, the right, or sometimes
right down the middle into prominence.
Right now the mood in DC is definitely
playful, so find the moment and get
going! It could be as few as 22 months
before it all shifts back to steak houses
and cigars. •
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All at once now, and let’s repeat three times: The District deserves no scorn! Yes, it is a
veritable hotbed of scandal and bureaucracy. Yes, there are more lawyers here per 
capita than any place on earth. Yes, sushi is still considered exotic, and the unofficial
drink is aged whiskey. DC is not about being trendy because this is a power town if ever
there was one. But recent events show a fresh, funky wind blowing in from the left.
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Ronald Reagan National Airport is clean and
efficient with a metro stop that will whisk you
straight into town.

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where 
members of the global society stay, eat, shop, and play.
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YESTERDAY YESTERDAYTOMORROW

There are those that live in the past and those 
that look to the future. At Sky News we are 
dedicated to providing a news service that 
is fit for the 21st century. From our pioneering 
Sky News Active service to our Emmy Award 
winning breaking news. That’s why every day 
more of Europe’s business leaders watch 
Sky News over any other pan-European 
news channel*.

If your brand wants to reach people with 
an eye on tomorrow then why not give 
our advertising team a call.

Speak to Gilles Storme on +44 (0)20 7751 7658 
or visit www.sky.com/skynewsinternational 
for more information.

*EMS Select 2006: No.1 daily reach amongst top 3% of Europe 
by socio-economic group.
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